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Wright's on time! 
Keith Scott can scarcely believe the way his career has gone from rags to riches. In 
six weeks he has risen from Wycombe Wanderers in the Third Division to a 
goalscorer at Anfield. It looked as though the 26-year-old had scored the winning 
goal of his dreams, only for Mark Wright to spoil his day by equalising five 
minutes from time.  
 
But even that blow could not rob Swindon of their afternoon of glory. They played 
exhilarating soccer, had Liverpool reeling and left to a thunderous ovation from 
the Kop.  
 
Tumbled 
Liverpool seemed shocked by Swindon's audacity in the first half to take the game 
to them. In the three minutes of injury time before the interval Swindon could 
have scored twice.  
 
Scott raced clear and with Rob Jones tugging at his shirt, he tumbled in the area 
but nothing was given.  
 
Swindon's opening goal in the 59th minute was no more than they deserved and 
it was scored by arguably the best player on the pitch.  
 
John Moncur linked expertly with Martin Ling in midfield, swapped passes with 
Nicky Summerbee and turned the ball home at the far post.  
 
Liverpool drew level within 11 minutes and it was a rare header from former 
England star John Barnes which deceived Fraser Digby. The goalkeeper had flung 
himself at a whole salvo of Liverpool shots only to be beaten by the tamest of 
efforts.  
 
Neil Ruddock found Barnes with his cross and the header slipped from the 
goalkeeper's grasp and into the net.  
 
Grasping 
But Swindon roared back. In the 73rd minute Kevin Horlock chipped to the far 
post where Andy Mutch had goalkeeper Bruce Grobbelaar grasping at the ball.  
 
It fell free for Scott to stab it home for the third goal of his brief career in the top 
flight.  
 
Swindon have little experience of defending a lead after managing only one 
victory this season. Yet they seemed in complete command especially with Digby 
keeping out efforts from Ian Rush and Jamie Redknapp. But a deep corner from 
Steve McManaman found Wright free in the penalty area and the England man 
headed into the corner.  
 
Liverpool manager Graeme Souness said: "Swindon came here to play football 
and they did it very well. I didn't think that we played too badly and we had 
chances."  
 
"But we are guilty of not being professional in our finishing. Some of our football 
was very good but we didn't put the ball away."  
 
Swindon boss John Gorman said: "We have proved that we belong in the Premier 
Division."  
 
"We showed that we can be the equal of a club as big as Liverpool. But I am very 
unhappy that our performance didn't get the win which it deserved." 
 

 
 

 
Charity begins at Anfield 
IN NOT so very far off days, Liverpool teams used to evolve seamlessly. Well 
before a player displayed signs of teetering downhill he was whisked away, rarely 
if ever to return, and replaced by somebody better. Or so it always appeared.  
Under Shankly or Paisley, the present old guard of Grobbelaar, Rush, Barnes, 
Molby, and Nicol would now be no more than memories. Their days of greatness 
have gone and they would have been unceremoniously cast aside. There was 
never room for sentiment at Anfield - or, as is now the case, incoherent and 
muddled team selection.  
It is quite extraordinary, given any number of awful performances this season, 
that a residual belief still exists within football that, should Manchester United 
falter, Liverpool are somehow still a side capable of mounting a challenge. 
Absolutely no chance.  
Liverpool are no nearer winning the title now than they were when Graeme 
Souness arrived in 1991. Less so, in all probability. Occasionally this season they 
have lifted their game to something approaching the Liverpool of old, but in 
between they have sunk to depths that would have been inconceivable in the 
Sixties, Seventies and Eighties.  
Swindon, for all their laudable insistence on passing, are not much better than 
their Premiership position indicates. Yet for huge periods of this game Liverpool 
let themselves be dominated as they had been, to a much greater extent, by 
Wimbledon in the drawn Coca-Cola Cup tie the previous week.  
'For God's sake, Liverpool, put a bit of fight into it!' exclaimed one distressed 
supporter, but he had to wait until Swindon had deservedly taken the lead after 
an excellent flowing move which saw Moncur slide in Summerbee's low cross.  
When Barnes equalised, a header that burst through the hands of the previously 
excellent Digby, there were Liverpool players who moved faster to congratulate 
him than they had all afternoon. But within three minutes Swindon had regained 
the lead, Scott scoring from close in after Horlock had scampered past Jones.  
Swindon so badly needed to win that the draw was a hurtful disappointment. 
Mutch might have scored before Wright's equaliser, and the splendidly 
competitive Moncur could have made it 32. 'These are arenas we are meant to 
play in,' said Town's manager John Gorman with a preacher's zeal. Where there is 
faith there is hope; Liverpool provided the charity.  
With their last three home gates averaging only 25,000, Liverpool badly need to 
win the replay at Wimbledon tomorrow and reach the Coca-Cola quarter-finals. 
Swindon simply must beat Southampton next weekend. Do not bet on either.  
SCORERS: Liverpool: Barnes (71min), Wright (86). Swindon Town: Moncur (59), 
Scott (74).  
Liverpool: Grobbelaar; Jones, Wright, Ruddock, Harkness (Nicol, 78), 
McManaman, Redknapp, Molby, Barnes, Fowler, Rush.  
Swindon Town: Digby; Fenwick, Whitbread, Horlock, Taylor, Summerbee (Maskell, 
68), Moncur (Fjortoft, 89), Ling, Boden, Mutch, Scott.  
Referee: K Morton (Bury St Edmunds). 
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Wright shows up late to spoil the party 
Liverpool 2  
Barnes 71, Wright 86  
Swindon 2  
Moncur 60, Scott 73Att: 32,739  
SWINDON should go ahead and have the party anyway. It's that time of the year, 
and they aren't going to get any closer to picking up that elusive first away win.  
The bottom side were just four minutes from breaking their Premiership duck at 
one of the most auspicious of venues, when Liverpool, the rotters, equalised for a 
second time. It takes a certain amount of style to reach mid-December with only 
three points on the road and then scare the pants off Liverpool, but a certain 
amount of style was exactly what Swindon demonstrated yesterday.  
Graeme Souness must now be close to tearing his hair out in his search for the 
real Liverpool, or even the one which won 5-0 at the County Ground in August. 
Every time his side manage to impress, as in the victory over Aston Villa or the 
mid-week classic against QPR, they follow up with anonymous football barely 
worthy of beating the likes of Wimbledon and Swindon.  
Only four days ago Souness was purring over his side's best display of the season 
and the sheer joy of seeing two wingers going past players and sending over 
crosses from the by-line, but anyone expecting more of the same was let down 
badly. In a totally forgettable first half Liverpool attacked clumsily down the 
middle, producing only the occasional shot from distance.  
Swindon managed little better, though towards the end of the half they did give a 
hint of what was to come by twice getting Scott behind the Liverpool lines, and 
once getting Summerbee to the dead-ball line, from where he was just selecting 
from a number of dangerous options when the home side were inexplicably 
reprieved by the referee diplaying a poor grasp of the advantage rule.  
No matter, when the game was an hour old Swindon produced one of those 
exciting wing moves that Souness had been talking about, Moncur spreading the 
ball out to Summerbee then moving forward to clip the return past Grobbelaar.  
Liverpool redoubled their efforts impressively, subjecting Digby's goal to a barrage 
of assaults which finally bore fruit when Barnes rose to Ruddock's cross and 
guided a well-placed header into the bottom corner, but to their immense credit, 
Swindon came straight back and reclaimed their advantage. Horlock found Mutch 
at the far post for a header which Grobbelaar couldn't hold, and Scott stabbed in 
the rebound.  
It was left to Wright, with Liverpool supporters checking their watches anxiously, 
to force home a corner and spare the home side's blushes, but as Swindon 
manager John Gorman magnanimously conceded, Liverpool won so many corners 
they were bound to put one in sooner or late.  
'We were unlucky not to win,' Gorman said. 'I'm delighted but very disappointed. 
People laughed at me beforehand for saying we would do well here, but I think 
we have proved we deserve to be in the Premiership.' 

 

 
 


